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ego. What do we understand by the ego ? Obviously,
no matter what the unity of the ego may be, we are dealing
here with something in which a great variety of factors is
involved. It consists of record-images from the sense
functions that transmit stimuli both from within and from
without, and, furthermore, of an immense accumulation
of images of past processes. AH these widely different
components need a powerful cohesive force, and this we have
already recognized is a property of consciousness. Conscious-
ness seems to be the indispensable pre-condition of the ego.
Yet without the ego consciousness is unthinkable. This
apparent contradiction may perhaps be resolved by regarding
the ego also as a record-image; not of one, but of very many
processes and their interplay—in fact of all those processes
and contents that make up ego-consciousness. Their mani-
foldness actually forms a unity, because the relation involved
in consciousness acts like a sort of gravitational force in
drawing the various parts together in the direction of what
may perhaps be called a virtual centre. Therefore, I speak
not merely of the ego, but of an ego-complex, on the established
presupposition that the ego, having a fluctuating composition,
is changeable, and therefore cannot be just simply the ego.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to discuss here the classical
alterations of the ego that are met with in mental diseases
or in dreams.
Through this conception of the ego as a composite of
mental elements we are brought logically to the question:
Is the ego the central image, the exclusive representative
of the total human being ? Has it related to itself all the
mental contents and functions and does it express them all ?
We must answer this question in the negative. The ego-
consciousness is a complex which does not comprehend the
whole human being; it has forgotten infinitely more than
it knows. It has heard and seen an infinite amount of which
it has never become conscious. There are thoughts that
develop beyond "its consciousness; they are ready and

